TEA
Thinking, Expression, Action
The social media story
#teacpd

• Rationale: to use social media platforms to support the work of T.E.A. and develop more social interaction and opportunities for discussion for the educators involved.
June 2012

• Audit sent out to gauge experience and willingness with using social media platforms.
• Majority willing. Some reluctant.
• Inclusivity important so all platforms introduced and email loop also developed.
June 2012

- Email loop starts
- FaceBook group established
- Twitter hashtag created #teacpd
- LinkedIn group established
The beginning

The summer project was designed to be a non threatening ice breaker- a bit of fun really. This grew into a whole host of other online and mail art projects.
Hundreds of drawings followed...

- Introductions
- Conversations
- Exchange of views
- Discussions about drawing
- Discussions about assessment
• Facebook group most active.
• Numbers went from 45 to 76.
• Closed group, invite only.
• Email loop continued and encouraged participation.
The summer of 2012; more projects
The Russian Doll Project

Instructions:
Make an envelope to fit this doll inside and illustrate it with the next size doll. Post it to the next person on the list (over). If you are the last person to receive, post it back to Karen to be photographed and shared as a set. Happy doodling!
Collection Time

Monday to Friday

4.00pm

A later collection is made at 7.00pm
from the Postbox at
Barnetbury Delivery Office,
Queen Street.

Saturday

12.30pm

Other Collections.
In the tenement project, individual envelopes were collated together to create a tenement block. You started with the white envelope (left).
Rapid

oh if only...
Mini Me project was to create a tiny self portrait in an envelope, not much bigger than a stamp, and these survived posting too!
In the cogs project, you add your cog and send it on and also choose a name to send a random drawn postcard to.
In the Lonely Hearts Project you responded to an advert with your own illustration.
The Typography project invited everyone to create a letter to make up the word “Collaborate”.
These sketchbooks are still travelling from school to school, with learners responding to drawings created by others in different schools.
Face to Face Days

• Great to see people meeting face to face who had already met online.

• Facebook page very active after the face to face days.
The Christmas Card

• At the “face to face” days, everyone got a blank envelope to draw on and write their address on. These were exchanged at the end of the day. They were invited to draw a Christmas card for the person whose envelope you had. This was the first whole group collaboration. This will be repeated at the TEA National Symposium.
The Christmas Card

To Becky,

Happy Christmas

Meet you again next year. George

[Hand-drawn and doodled card with various patterns and designs]
2012 to 2013... and onwards

• Collaborative work with learners in different schools also started....
2012 to 2013... and onwards

- Sketchbook Circle, idea from Elinor Brass.
- 25 teachers (some from outside of TEA group)
• A circle of 25 teachers began to exchange sketchbooks every month, starting in January 2013.

• This project is ongoing.

• Susan Coles and Elinor Brass will deliver a paper about this at the 2013 International Journal of Art Education Conference.
There are now other sketchbook circles, for example, being used in schools with learners, the North East art teacher network working with the Yorkshire Art Teacher Network.
Articles on Sketchbook Circle

- [Link to article](http://www.wellingvisualarts.org/making-time-for-making-art-susan-coles.html)
- [Link to article](https://www.edexcel.com/subjects/Art-Design/Pages/ViewEditorial.aspx?editorial=832)
- [Link to article](http://www.artcrimes.org.uk/blog/107/sketchbook-circle-and-teabag-art-and-a-national-tea-day)
The TeaBAG project

• Organised by Georgia Naish. Each participant received a small pack of paper bags and was asked to send these bag once they had finished making art with them. This is an ongoing project and Georgia is creating a resource pack developed from them to use as part of a scheme of work. This will be distributed to those who took part.
National Tea Day July 2013

- [http://thinkingexpressionaction.weebly.com/what-is-it.html](http://thinkingexpressionaction.weebly.com/what-is-it.html)

- Introduced at the NSEAD National Conference, and steered with great skill by Karen Wicks, National TEA Day had requests from over 100 schools to take part. Teachers were encouraged to use an online blog to record their activities.

- Primary schools also responded: [http://kirkleesarts4all.blogspot.it/2013/06/first-day-of-tea-thinking-expression.html](http://kirkleesarts4all.blogspot.it/2013/06/first-day-of-tea-thinking-expression.html)

- Even Yorkshire Tea blogged about it!
National Tea Day July 2013

•  http://thinkingexpressionaction.weebly.com/what-is-it.html

In our TEA Party at Norton College, we decided to use Yorkshire Tea as inspiration, largely due to the fact that staff and students in school drink gallons of the stuff. Students worked individually and collaboratively on mixed media pieces of work, as this was the word we received inside our Tea Bag envelope. Students from 47-12 worked throughout the week on small drawings, paper bags and 2 canvas rolls. A large part of the success was due to handing the ownership to the students, who had the freedom to decide what, how and why to create the work, with very little teacher intervention (with the exception of providing images and materials). We also incorporated this into our ‘No pens day’ at school, which aimed to develop oracy skills in students. This encouraged them to communicate, delegate and express themselves clearly and confidently when creating group pieces of art. We had great fun!
Conferences, articles etc on social media projects...

- TEA was a topic in AD magazine. Will feature in September edition too.
- TEA was a topic on the Edexcel/Pearson web page
- TEA was a presentation at the ‘engage’ Midlands meeting
- TEA was presented at local art teacher networks, from Kent to Gateshead, by TEA participants
- TEA was a presentation at NSEAD National Conference March 2013 (Oxford)
- TEA was a mini presentation at INSEA European Congress and delegates took part in an envelope drawing project
- TEA will be presented as a project at the INSEA World Conference July 2014 (Melbourne)
- TEA was tweeted, talked about, blogged about.
- TEA has invited comments and enquiries from Australia to South America
- TEA Facebook activities have grown to include other individuals and other groups.....
Summer project 2013

• Due to huge interest outside of the original group, we launched a bigger project this summer, organised by Karen Shaw and Georgia Naish.
85 people signed up

Tea Road Trip 2013

Welcome! The journey has begun....

As we have over sixty participants signed up so far to work on this project, the original plan to use Royal Mail to send out different mini parts of the project has been changed to doing this electronically.

If you haven't already, please click on this link to join the Facebook page (if you click on ‘join group’ I will add you to the group).

https://www.facebook.com/groups/455837956569519/

If you would rather be kept in touch by email let me know on katec@juliacombeacademy.org.uk, however I would recommend that you would get more out of the ‘sharing’ part of the project if you are able to access the Facebook page.

So, how does this all work? Well last year’s TEA project mainly worked so well as participants took photos of their work in progress and posted them onto the Facebook page for comment. As an individual your first task is to find a suitable book to alter, and to think about what you are going to recording in it.

To get the ball rolling with that, and as a way of introducing ourselves to the group, I have copied an image of a blank ticket for you to print off below. You will also find this on Facebook to download if you prefer. What we would ask is that you ‘make your mark’ on this by way of introduction and photograph the result to share on the group page. If you can also post your completed ticket to me at:
harrowing stories of brutal affrays between the ‘gentlemen’ and the excitemen.

It was not until the reign of Henry VIII, in 1539, that it was thought necessary to provide fresh defences to protect the realm against the new threat of artillery attack. Of the four forts then built, the Lord Warden’s official residence of Walmer Castle is the best preserved; it contains the camp-bed and other personal relics of the Duke of Wellington, who died there in 1852. At Sandgate, another of the Tudor castles is slowly being washed into the sea. The next threat was from Napoleon, and during the French wars yet another series of fortresses was built round the south-east coast. These were the famous Martello towers inspired by Pitt. The westernmost is at Seafor in Sussex, and another, known as the Wish Tower, stands on a hillock on the
TEA has a flickr page which contains many of the images

http://www.flickr.com/

At the end of August the page had hosted over 39,000 “hits”.
Social media and TEA

• Social media has been the glue in this whole project and will continue to be so.

• It has shown that there are alternatives to having professional development opportunities and using these effectively for that.
Some feedback....

• “By posting and seeing other Tea work, it has directly impacted in my own lessons.”
• “Also by using the tea Facebook site as evidence of critical feedback we now have own school twitter site where learners work is celebrated and tweeted for peer and self assessment.”
• “The sketchbook circle project, although very much in its infancy, has been enormously exciting, challenging, inspiring and down right scary at times!”
• “The various collaborative projects have also given me a wealth of ideas to try with my students, it is clear how beneficial these projects can be for the young people.”
• “It would be true to say that TEA has completely changed my career direction as I am renewed, re-invigorated and excited.”
Some feedback....

• “Collaboration as art educators has facilitated new ideas for me, both in my own work and with pupils. Using the FB page has become a regular source of support and inspiration.”

• “The opportunities with social media have made it so easy to share ideas and experiments and to get instant feedback. Getting to know lots of other people has been brilliant. I think Art teaching is an amazing profession and it is wonderful to meet other passionate people.”

• “Facebook has been the main way this support has worked for me. Instant feedback, huge amounts of visual inspiration. Helpful network of supportive teachers.”

• “I have loved being part of the group projects as it's great to send off a small part and then see the work produced as a whole!”
Some feedback....

• “The brilliant thing about FB is its immediate and can be added to at any time and plenty of people are happy to share ideas, thoughts and opinions etc.”

• “Consequently I really have TEA and the TEA experience to thank for that....... So a HUGE THANKS to everyone on here for their inspiring work and constant sharing as during some pretty dark moments I always knew my Art department was doing the right thing because I only had to look at Facebook for support. TEA is incredibly empowering.”

• “I go home at night and I’m tired, really tired. I open up the TEA Facebook page and feel as if I am in a virtual room full of like minded people. You have all taught me so much.”
Some updates....

- The first Sketchbook Circle exhibition was held at the Gerald Moore Gallery in London in February 2014.
Some updates....

• Sketchbook Circle 2014 has begun
• TEAEnvelope Swop has begun
• TEADigital swop has begun.
How to keep up to date with TEA

• Join the moreTEA Facebook page
• Join the TEA Sketchbook Circle Facebook page
• Visit the moreTEA blog
  http://kashaw2.wix.com/moretea
• Email me at susanmcoles@gmail.com
TEA
Thinking, Expression, Action

The social media story

#moreTEA